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RESOLUTION

CRUZ, J.

This resolves the (1) Motion for Reconsideration dated 01
February 2019 of accused Luzviminda V. Quadra ("Quadra"); (2)
Motion for Reconsideration (Decision dated 18 January 2019) dated
01 February 2019 of accused Faustino A. Silang ("Siiang"), Rex L.
Abadilla ("Abadilla"), Abelardo R Abrigo, Jr. ("Abrigo"), and Macario
J. Reyes ("Reyes"); (3) Motion for Reconsideration dated 02
February 2019 of accused Venerando R. Rea ("Rea"), Roy Librando
L. Oabel ("Oabel") and Romeo F. Gayanan ("Cayanan"); and (4) the
Prosecution's Consolidated Comment/Opposition (Re: (a) Accused
Faustino Silang, Rex Abadilla, Abelardo Abrigo, Jr., and Macario
Reyes' Motion for Reconsideration dated February 1, 2019; (b)
Accused Luzviminda V. Quadra's Motion for Reconsideration dated

February 1, 2019; and (c) Accused Venerando R. Rea, Roy Librando
L. Oabel and Romeo F. Qayanan's Motion for Reconsideration dated
February 2, 2019) dated 08 March 2019.

In her motion, ̂ accused Quadra alleged that the second
element of Section 3 (e) of R. A. No. 3019 was absent, contending
that she did not act with manifest partiality, evident bad faith, or gross
inexcusable negligence when she casted her affirmative vote for the
passage of Resolution No. 11-28. She explained that she voted in
favor of the said resolution because accused Silang, then the Mayor
of Tayabas, sought the authority of the Sangguniang Panlungsod
("SP") to enter into a service contract with Atty. Salvacion as
Financial Management, Legal and Taxation Consultant and not as a
legal counsel for the city. She said that there was no mention during
the deliberations that Atty. Salvacion will act as a counsel, and that
he was hired as a consultant in his capacity as a Certified Public
Accountant ("CPA"). Thus, she argued that her act of voting
affirmatively for the passage of the resolution enjoys the
presumption of regularity. She further declared that evident bad faith
and gross inexcusable negligence should not be presumed from her
actions since she believed in good faith that the objections raised
during the deliberations, grounded on the COA's Notice of
Ws^llowance and Audit Observation Memorandum, were not legal
impediments for the granting of the Mayor's request for authority.
She expressed that she should not be blamed for the actual services
rendered by Atty. Salvacion after the grant of such authority as it is

^ Records, Vol. Ill, pp. 402-411
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outside of her duties and responsibilities to monitor Atty. Salvacion's
day-to-day activities. Finally, she denied the existence of conspiracy
between her and her co-accused, asserting that such allegation was
based on conjecture and mere presumption due to the absence of
any testimonial and documentary evidence to prove the same.

In their motion,^ accused Silang, Abadilla, Abrigo and Reyes
similarly raised the defense that not all of the elements of the crimes
charged were present, and that the conspiracy among them was not
proven. Consistently, for their alleged violation of section 3 (e) of
R. A. No. 3019, they rejected having acted with evident bad faith,
alleging that Atty. Salvacion was never hired as counsel for the city,
rather he was employed as a Financial Management, Legal and
Taxation Consultant in his capacity as a CPA. They emphasized that
the consultancy contract of Atty. Salvacion did not include the
handling of the city's legal cases for a fee, and that he functioned
primarily as the city's financial and taxation consultant. They
confirmed that the legal services rendered by Atty. Salvacion were
just add-ons, considering that there was no City Legal Officer at that
time. They maintained that Atty. Salvacion's appearances on behalf
of the city were not paid with appearance or acceptance fees, and
that he was solely paid as a consultant for the city. To further bolster
the fact that Atty. Salvacion was not hired as the city's private
counsel, they alleged that the funds for his consultancy contract
were taken from the MODE of the Mayor's Office and not from the
budget of the City Legal Office. They insisted that they acted in good
faith with the aim to safeguard the general welfare of the city. In
addition, they said that their actions did not cause undue injury to the
government, but instead benefited the city. Likewise, they
contended that they did not give any unwarranted benefits or
advantage to Atty. Salvacion because his consultancy agreement
was justified by the needs of the generaf welfare of the city, and he
was chosen as a consultant precisely for the reason that he was
familiar with the transactions and dealings of the city. In the same
vein, they negated any violation of Section 3(j) of R. A. No. 3019,
claiming that Atty. Salvacion was qualified and legally entitled to the
consultancy agreement because he was hired as such in his
capacity as a CPA. Lastly, they averred that there was no proof of
conspiracy between them, mainly stating that no clear and
con^cing evidence was presented to prove the existence thereof.

In their motion,^ accused Rea, Oabel and Gayanan also pointed
that per the Mayor's request letter to the Sangguniang

2 Records, Vol. Ill, pp. 412-435
^ Records, Vol. Ill, pp. 444-456
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Panlungsod, Atty. Salvacion was to be hired as a Financial
Management, Legal and Taxation Consultant, with the payment of
honoraria sourced from the Mayor's MOOE. They claimed that they
did not act with evident bad faith, declaring that they acted based on
the document presented to them with no criminal intent to directly
violate the law. They clarified that they gave the accused. Mayor
Silang, the authority to enter into a contract of service for
consultancy despite awareness of COA Circular No. 98-002,
because it was clear to them that said service contract does not

include Atty. Salvacion's representation of the city as counsel thereof.
Furthermore, they refuted the Court's finding of conspiracy,
ratiocinating that there was no evidence that they had a prior
agreement to grant accused Silang's request for authority, and their
specific participations in the alleged conspiracy were not established.
They asserted that conspiracy cannot be inferred from their act of
voting for the passage of Resolution No. 11-28, arguing that the
authority granted to accused Silang to enter into a contract of service
for consultancy with Atty. Salvacion was made with the
understanding that the latter will not be the city's legal counsel.
Moreover, the passage of said resolution went through the process
of deliberations among the members of the Sanggunian, with each
member having the right to explain, expound and justify their stand
on the matter. They concluded that in the absence of any direct proof
that they were co-conspirators in violating the law, the allegation of
conspiracy was just plain conjecture, speculation and suspicion.

In opposing"^ the arguments of all the aforementioned accused,
the prosecution underscored the significance of the city's obligation
to appoint a legal officer to represent the city in all of its civil and
special proceedings cases vis-a-vis the prohibition against the
disbursement of public funds for the payment of such legal services
of a private counsel representing the local government unit. The
prosecution elucidated that such mandate was imposed in order to
ensure accountability and guarantee that public funds were
disbursed for a valid and legal purpose. The prosecution affirmed
that the herein accused did not comply with the requirements for the
exception from such prohibition, alleging that Atty. Salvacion was
hired as a special counsel and not just as a mere consultant. The
prosecution stated that the designation of Atty. Salvacion as
Financial Management, Legal and Taxation Consultant was a
misrfiomer, and it was purposely sought to cloak the real intention of

.-^ring him. The prosecution observed that Atty. Salvacion was
previously employed as the city's legal counsel uptil the COA
advised accused Silang to stop hiring a private lawyer to render legal

" Records, Vol. Ill, pp. 474-482.
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services for the city. The prosecution opined that the hiring of Atty.
Salvacion as a consultant was a scheme to go around the prohibition.

To support its claim, the prosecution pointed to the evidence on
record showing that, even as a consultant, Atty. Salvacion still
represented the city in its pending cases in court. The prosecution
added that the hiring of a private lawyer is only justified when the city
is the adverse party in a case involving the provincial government,
or another component city or municipality. Consequently, the
prosecution said that the absence of a City Legal Officer is not a
sufficient reason for Atty. Salvacion to be hired as counsel for the city.
The prosecution lectured that, in the event that the city has no legal
officer, it can seek the assistance of the City Prosecutor, but the
herein accused did not avail of this remedy. The prosecution also
shut down the contention of the herein accused that no acceptance
or appearance fees were paid to Atty. Salvacion when he
represented the city in court, arguing that the non-payment thereof
is not a definitive proof that Atty. Salvacion was not hired as a private
counsel. Citing jurisprudence, the prosecution acknowledged the
creation of a lawyer-client relationship even without the payment of
such fees. The prosecution continued that the source of funds from
which the consultancy agreement was paid cannot also legalize the
hiring of Atty. Salvacion as counsel. According to the prosecution, it
made no difference whether the funds came from the MOOE or from

other sources because the prohibition covered all disbursements
and release of public funds as payment for the services of a private
lawyer. As to the contention that conspiracy does not exist among
the accused, the prosecution counters that it is doctrinal that direct
proof is not essential to prove the existence of conspiracy. The
prosecution concluded that conspiracy may be shown through
circumstantial evidence, deduced from the mode, method and
manner by which the offense was perpetrated, or inferred from the
acts of the accused themselves when such acts point to a joint
purpose and design, concerted action and community of interest.

The respective motions of the herein accused are without merit.

In assailing this Court's decision, all of the accused in their
respective motions claim that they did not,act with evident bad faith
when Atty. Salvacion was hired as the city's Financial Management,
L^g^l and Taxation Consultant. Particularly, the accused who were
members of the Sangguniang Panlungsod ("SP") alleged that
evident bad faith should not be presumed from their mere act of
passing Resolution No. 11-28 because they believed in good faith
that Atty. Salvacion was only hired as a consultant and not as a legal
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counsel for the city. Hence, despite the objection of the opposition
councilors during the deliberations of the said resolution, said
accused SP members posit that they saw no legal impediment in
granting accused Mayor Silang with the authority to enter into a
contract of service for consultancy with Atty. Salvacion. They insist
that they merely acted based on the documents submitted to them,
and thus, their action in passing the said resolution should enjoy the
presumption of regularity as it was done in relation to their official
functions. These arguments of the herein accused are misplaced.

In jurisprudence, the term "good faith" is ordinarily used to
describe that state of mind denoting "honesty of intention, and
freedom from knowledge of circumstances which ought to put the
holder upon inquiry: an honest intention to abstain from taking any
unconscientious advantage of another, even though technicalities of
law, together with absence of all information, notice, or benefit or
belief of facts which render the transaction unconscientious."® In
other words, good faith is actually a question of intention, and
although something internal, it can be ascertained by relying not on
one's self-serving protestations of good faith but on the evidence of
his conduct and outward acts.® On the other hand, there is a
presumption of regular performance of official duty only when there
is nothing on record that would arouse suspicions of irregularity.^
Stated differently, the presumption of regularity of performance of
official duty stands only when no reason exists in the records by
which to doubt the regularity of the performance of such official duty.®

Based on the foregoing doctrines, it appears that both the
concepts of "good faith" and "presumption of regular performance of
official duty" thrive in the fact that the persons who claim these
defenses lacked any knowledge or information that something is
wrong or irregular with their transactions. In this case, however,
none of the accused can feign ignorance of the irregularity in the
hiring of Atty. Salvacion. Indeed, the records establish that all of the
accused knew about the prohibition against the hiring of a private
lawyer to cater to the city's legal needs. This notwithstanding, all of
them allowed the continuous employment of Atty. Salvacion as the
city's legal counsel albeit in the guise of a contract of service for
consultancy. This is noted in this Court's assailed decision, thus:

XXX The records in this case verify that all of the accused knew and
were made aware of the prohibition on the hiring of a private lawyer

® Liberty B. Tiongco vs. People of the Philippines (G. R. No. 218709, November 14. 2018)
®/d.

' Raul Palomata vs. Nestor Colmenares and Teresa Gurrea (G. R. No. 174251, December 15, 2010)
® People of the Philippines vs. Larry Mendoza y Estrada, (G. R. No. 192432, June 23, 2014)
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for the legal needs of the City. The Court notes that as early as
2008, accused Silang was informed about this prohibition when the
COA, in its AOM dated 21 August 2008, cautioned him from
continuing the employment of Atty. Salvacion as legal counsel of the
City. In the said AOM the COA clearly pointed out that the hiring of
a private lawyer, like Atty. Salvacion, to render legal services for the
City is not allowed as it contradicts the provisions of Section 481 of
the LGC and COA Circular No. 98-002. Undeterred, accused Silang
continued the employment of Atty. Salvacion. In fact, accused
Silang initiated and asked for authorization to enter into a contract
of service with Atty. Salvacion, knowing full well that the latter is not
legally entitled nor is he qualified to render legal services for the City.
Similarly, accused Rea, Cuadra, Abadilla, Abrigo, Reyes, Oabel and
Cayanan, were given notice of the same prohibition during the
deliberation for the authorization of accused Silang's execution of
the contract of service with Atty. Salvacion. As found in the records
of the case, the other members of the Sangguniang Panlungsod
opposed and voted against giving accused Silang such authority
because of the outstanding Notice of Disallowance issued by the
COA, which explicitly prohibits the LGU from employing private
lawyers to handle its legal cases. This notwithstanding, accused
Rea, Cuadra, Abadilla, Abrigo, Reyes, Oabel and Cayanan,
approved and authorized accused Silang to execute the contract of
service with Atty. Salvacion. xxx

Consequently, such notice of irregularity on the part of all of the
accused militates against their defense that they have acted in good
faith and that they are entitled to the presumption of regularity in the
performance of their official duty.

Another contention that was advanced by all of the accused was
the absence of conspiracy. Essentially, they alleged that there was
no direct proof that they conspired to commit the offenses charged,
therefore this Court's finding of conspiracy was merely based on
conjectures, suspicions and speculations. The issue on conspiracy
was already settled in this Court's questioned decision, to wit:

xxx Likewise, the allegation of conspiracy against the accused is
established. Conspiracy exists when two or more persons come to
an agreement concerning the commission of a crime, and decide to
commit it. As enshrined in jurisprudence, direct proof is not
essential to show conspiracy. This is so because conspiracy may
be inferred from the acts of the accused before, during or after the
commission of the crime which, when taken together, would be
iTough to reveal a community of criminal design, as the proof of

conspiracy is frequently made by evidence of a chain of
circumstances. Thus, for an accused to be validly held to conspire
with his co-accused in committing the crimes, his overt acts must
tend to execute the offense agreed upon. Stated differently, he
must be shown to have performed an overt act in pursuance or in
furtherance of conspiracy. Here, accused Silang's defiance of the
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mandate of Section 481 of the LGC and CCA Circular No. 98-002,
Is seen when he continued to hired Atty. Salvaclon's legal services
under the guise of a contract of service. Despite notice of the
apparent Irregularity of the proposed contract of service, accused
Rea, Quadra, Abadllla, Abrlgo, Reyes, Oabel and Cayanan,
facilitated the execution thereof when they approved and authorized
accused Sllang to enter Into such contract with Atty. Salvaclon.
Without a doubt, their Individual and active participation contributed
to the commission and accomplishment of the crimes charged
herein, xxx

Here, it was the accused SP members who provided the avenue
for the perpetration of the offense when they granted accused Silang
the authority to enter into a contract of service for consultancy with
Atty. Salvacion. This is rooted in the evidence showing that while
Atty. Salvacion was hired as such consultant, he remained as
counsel of record of the city, and he kept representing the city in its
pending special civil action® and civil cases.^®

All told, it is worth stressing that the matters raised in the present
motions are not novel. Basically, the issues proffered therein are the
same issues that have been submitted to and thoroughly discussed
by this Court in its assailed decision. Since the motions were
unsuccessful in raising any new and substantial issues that would
warrant a reconsideration, much less a reversal of its reviled
decision, this Court will uphold its previous ruling.

WHEREFORE, premises considered, the respective Motions
for Reconsideration dated 01 and 02 February, 2019, of accused
Luzviminda V. Cuadra, Faustino A. Silang, Rex L. Abadilla, Abelardo
P. Abrigo, Jr., Macario J. R^yes, Venerando R. Rea', Roy Librado L.
Oab^l, and Romeo F. Cayanan, are hereby DENIED for lack of merit.

SO ORDERED.

CRUZ

Justice

® See Exhibits "M", "M-8" to "M-10" IN
10 See Exhibits "N", "N-IS" to "N-23"
" In the case of Madeleine Mendoza-Ong vs. Sandiganbayan and People of the Philippines (G. R. Nos.
146368-69, October 18, 2004), it was held that it would be a useless ritual for the Court to reiterate itself
when there are no new and substantial arguments raised that would warrant a reconsideration of the
Court's resolution.
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IX L. Q
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Associsi
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8 Justice

• gming as Special Member of the Fourth Division per Administrative Order No. 448-2018 dated 05
:2018.


